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A B S T R A C T

Olivine is one of the main abundant mineral in the Solar System, and the determination of its abundance on a
surface may give fundamental information about its evolution. The study of surface distribution of olivine on
asteroid (25143) Itokawa through near-Infrared reflectance spectroscopy is a difficult goal because olivine and
pyroxene bands centred at 1 μm and 2 μm are not entirely included in Hayabusa/NIRS’ spectral range. In this
work, the retrieval of olivine abundance has been performed by applying two different methods: the first one
uses some spectral indices to retrieve olivine abundance, whilst the second one consists of the application of the
Hapke’s theory in order to create synthetic spectra aimed at fitting a selection of NIRS’ spectra. The analysis
performed with the first method brought to an approximately homogeneous distribution of olivine content (60
± 15% on average) on Itokawa’s surface, with the exception of Sagamihara region, which has a slightly (up to
10%) lower olivine content. The second method brought to an average 60 ± 7.5% olivine content within 5
selected spectra, with the same reduction found in the spectrum from the Sagamihara region. All these values are
in agreement with literature values on this topic, especially with the ones retrieved from particles sampled in
Muses Sea by the Hayabusa probe.

1. Introduction

In 2005 JAXA’s Hayabusa spacecraft visited near-Earth asteroid
(25143) Itokawa, bringing some surface samples back to Earth in 2010.
The spacecraft was equipped with four main scientific instruments: (1)
Light Detection And Ranging instrument (LIDAR; Mukai et al., 2002),
(2) Asteroid Multi-band Imaging Camera (AMICA; Nakamura et al.,
2001), (3) X-ray Fluorescence Spectrometer (XRS; Okada et al., 2000),
and (4) Near Infra-Red Spectrometer (NIRS; Abe et al., 2004).
The shape of Itokawa is generally compared to that of a sea otter

(Enhydra lutris) and therefore the asteroid is commonly divided into
two main regions designated as “head” and “body” respectively corre-
sponding to the smaller and larger section of the asteroid, connected by
a narrower region named “neck”. Fujiwara et al. (2006) suggested that
the asteroid has a rubble pile structure, a self-gravitating agglomerate
of debris with dimensions up to 50m. Saito et al. (2006) distinguished
essentially two types of terrain on the surface of Itokawa: a rough one
(80% of the surface) that is rich in boulders, and a smooth one

(remaining 20% of the surface), poor in boulders.
Itokawa is a near-Earth asteroid of the Apollo group and was dis-

covered on 26th September 1998 by the LINEAR program. Itokawa
rotates quite quickly in the retrograde direction, with a 12.1 hours
period and axis almost perpendicular to the ecliptic plane
(Fujiwara et al., 2006). Its size is 0.535 × 0.294 × 0.209
( ± 0.001) km3 (Saito et al., 2006) and its mass is
(3.51 ± 0.02) × 1010 kg (Fujiwara et al., 2006). Before Hayabusa
mission results, observations from Earth (Binzel et al., 2001; Abell
et al., 2007) in visible and near infrared were used to estimate the
mineralogy of Itokawa. Binzel et al. (2001), using asteroid observation
from NASA’s IRTF in March 2001 inferred that the composition of
Itokawa was similar to that of an LL chondrite, according to olivine/
pyroxene content, but with a significant reddening of the bands due to
the effects of space weathering on the surface. Abell et al. (2007)
confirmed that Itokawa mineralogy is dominated by olivine and pyr-
oxene, founding out that the latter were richer in iron (Fs43 ± 5) than
average ordinary chondrites (Fs14 26). From these observations, the
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average value of the ratio of olivine to pyroxene is 75:25 ± 5 on
Itokawa.
The NIRS wavelength range does not completely include the ab-

sorption bands at 1 and 2 µm. Using a constant continuum for the band
at 2 µm and the shortest NIRS wavelength as a continuum shoulder for
the band at 1 µm, Abe et al. (2006) found out that NIRS data seem to
define a mineralogy rich in olivine, similar to LL5 or LL6 chondrites; in
particular, band ratios suggest that the olivine abundance with respect
to pyroxene is included between 70% and 80% for Itokawa. Bhatt et al.
(2015) found out that on Itokawa is expected a Fa content between 25%
and 30% and Fs between 21% and 25%. The two samplings took place
on 19th and 25th November 2005 in the Muses Sea region. Oxygen
isotopic ratios, measured by Yurimoto et al. (2011), allow to define
Itokawa as a potential source of LL4-LL6 chondrites.
Mikouchi et al. (2014) used X-ray analysis techniques to verify that the
analysed samples were olivine and plagioclase compounds with Ca and
chromite phosphate traces, whilst the presence of pyroxene was not
seen. In particular, olivine was of the type Fo70 73 and plagioclase of the
type An Or ,13 10 5 7 consistent with those of the LL chondrites.
Tsuchiyama et al. (2014) analysed 48 Itokawa regolith particles
through synchrotron microtomography and compare their micro-
structure with the microstructure of some ordinary chondrites, finding
that Itokawa particles are consistent to LL (both LL5 and LL6) chon-
drites in terms not only of elemental (Nakamura et al., 2011) and
oxygen isotopic compositions (Yurimoto et al., 2011), but also of their
microstructure. Therefore, the analysis of Hayabusa’s samples con-
firmed the LL-like composition of Itokawa, confirming the ground-
based and probe observations.
This work is aimed at finding a method for olivine abundance re-

trieval using spectroscopic techniques on NIRS’ data. Spectroscopy in
the near-Infrared spectral range is a powerful method in order to obtain
information from planetary surfaces, such as mineralogy, composition,
and grain size distribution (Hapke, 2012). Two approaches have been
used in this work: the first one uses some spectral indices to retrieve
olivine abundance, whilst the second one consists of the application of
the Hapke’s theory in order to create synthetic spectra aimed at fitting a
selection of NIRS’ spectra
In the second section of this work datasets are described, whilst the

third section introduces and describes the two methods used for their
analysis. The fourth section shows the results obtained by applying
these two methods, and the fifth and sixth sections are respectively

discussion and conclusions. Both methods and results section treat se-
parately the spectral indices and synthetic spectra methods.

2. Data

We considered Hayabusa/NIRS data sets calibrated in radiance
factor I/F by Abe et al. (2011), and available on NASA’s Planetary Data
System; they include 111,226 I/F spectra returned by NIRS instrument.
The data cover the Itokawa encounter phase, from 31th August to 24th
November 2005. For the sake of simplicity, hereafter we will use the
terms “radiance factor” and “reflectance” as synonyms.
The NIRS effective spectral range is comprised between 0.86 and

2.1 µm with a spectral sampling resolution of 23.6 nm (53 effective
channels; Abe et al., 2011). Its field of view is 0.1° × 0.1°, corre-
sponding to a footprint size between 6 and 90 m2 during observational
phases. During these phases, observation phase angles varied between
0° and 38°.
NIRS data are organised into four sets, according to the following

mission phases: Approaching Phase (AP, between 50 km and 20 km from
Itokawa), Gate-Position Phase (GP, between 20 km and 8 km from
Itokawa), Home-Position Phase (HP, around 7 km from Itokawa), and
Descent and Touchdown phase (TD, descent for surface sampling).
Itokawa is 535 × 294 × 209 ( ± 1) m3 (Fujiwara et al., 2006), so AP
and GP spectra were taken too far from the target to resolve surface
details, and therefore their spectra have not been considered in this
work. Home Position was the main observational phase, so its data were
the most reliable and useful ones, whilst TD had the advantage to have
footprints at a higher spatial resolution. Footprint size was up to
17 × 17 m2 and down to 6 × 6 m2 in these phases.
The data set selected and used in this work includes 31,362 HP, and

17,397 TD spectra.

3. Methods

The study of surface distribution of olivine on Itokawa is a difficult
goal because olivine and pyroxene bands centred at 1 µm and 2 µm are
not entirely included in NIRS’ spectral range (Fig. 1). This would not
have been an issue if the two bands had been symmetric, but this is not
the case, since olivine band at 1 µm is strongly asymmetric
(Clark, 1999). Therefore, we applied two methods to detect olivine and
retrieve its abundance.

Fig. 1. A typical spectrum of Itokawa taken by NIRS. Error bars are given as the standard deviation. The spectrum has been smoothed with a boxcar average filter
with a width of 5 points in order to improve SNR. Small plots on the right report an example of olivine spectrum (Fo60, top right) and of low-Ca pyroxene (Fs20,
bottom right), obtained from the RELAB database at 0° emission angle and 30° incidence angle.
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The first one, described in Section 3.1, uses some spectral indices,
that are combinations of reflectance values at some specific wave-
lengths which have been found out to be empirically related to olivine
abundance. The second one, treated in Section 3.2, consists of the ap-
plication of the Hapke’s theory in order to create synthetic spectra
aimed at fitting a selection of NIRS’ spectra.

3.1. Spectral indices

Many spectral indices capable to retrieve olivine abundance from a
reflectance spectrum have been defined (Cloutis et al., 1986; Palomba
et al., 2015; Poulet et al., 2007), but most of them need a spectral range
larger than the NIRS one (0.86–2.1 µm).
Cloutis et al. (1986) suggested that the Band Area Ratio (BAR) and

the Band I centre are the best olivine indicators. These parameters
cannot be defined on NIRS spectra because of the incompleteness of the
two bands. In addition, the computation of Band II centre is compli-
cated by the reduction of SNR at the longest wavelengths of NIRS
spectral range.
Thus, it was necessary to use or define other spectral indices. Here,

three indices are discussed and compared. The Forsterite Index, the
Modified BAR*, and the Px Index.
All these indices are essentially given by reflectance ratios or com-

bination of reflectance ratios. It is a common assumption that asteroid
reflectance is given by the products of two terms, i.e. a wavelength-
independent disk function depending on local topography (i.e. in-
cidence and emission angle) and a phase function, depending on the
phase angle (e.g., Schroeder et al., 2013; Longobardo et al., 2017a;
Ciarniello et al., 2015). Therefore, spectral indices defined in this work
are expected to depend only on phase angle, and not on the other two
observation and illumination angles. On the other hand, the phase
function behaviour is mainly driven by the reflectance level, and since
outside the bands Itokawa spectral reflectance is almost constant, we
could assume a phase function constant over the NIRS spectral range.
This assumption is justified on findings on other minor bodies, such as
Vesta (Longobardo et al., 2014), 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko
(Longobardo et al., 2017a) and Ceres (Longobardo et al., 2017b).
Therefore, a photometric correction of spectra is not needed and is not
applied. In principle, the Forsterite Index may jeopardise this assump-
tion because it uses an internal-to-band reflectance (R1.01 in Eq. (1)),
but its influence on the value of the parameter can be neglected since it
is weighted with the smallest coefficient. This has been already verified
by Palomba et al. (2015).

Forsterite Index. Poulet et al. (2007) defined a Forsterite and a Fayalite
Index (hereafter FORx and FAYx, respectively), respectively diagnostic
for the forsteritic and the fayalitic component of olivine:

= +
+ +

FORx R R
R R R

0.5 0.5
0.1 0.2 0.7

1.54 1.56

1.01 1.21 1.36 (1)

= +
+ + +

FAYx R R
R R R R

0.5 0.5
0.1 0.1 0.4 0.4

1.69 1.70

1.01 1.21 1.36 1.50 (2)

where Rλ is the reflectance at the wavelength λ (in µm).
Poulet et al. (2007) fixed the detection threshold at 1.04 and 1.02

for FORx and FAYx, respectively. However, these indices are affected
also by other properties, such as grain size, presence of crystalline ferric
oxides, or composition of the mixture. Ody et al. (2012), found that the
FORx preferentially detects small olivine grain size and/or low abun-
dance of olivine, whilst the FAYx is more sensitive to olivine with larger
grains (i.e. more than 100 µm) and/or high olivine abundance.
Palomba et al. (2015) found that FORx and FAYx are strongly in-

fluenced by grain size only when the diameter of the particles is less
than 75 µm, but FAYx is more affected by granulometry than FORx. On
Itokawa, a great olivine abundance is expected, so FAYx would be a

better choice. On the other hand, the lack of grain size information
makes the FORx more suitable, due to its higher stability with grain
size.

Px Index. Cloutis et al. (1986) analysed different spectral indices
capable of retrieving olivine or pyroxene abundance. Almost all of
them require the knowledge of reflectance at wavelengths that are
outside of the NIRS spectral range. The only suitable index is the ratio
of the reflectance at 1.4 µm to that at 1.9 µm, which will be referred to
simply as Px Index. This index is related to pyroxene abundance, but it
is possible to use it as an olivine index by assuming that the olivine and
pyroxene abundances are complementary. This should not be a too
strong assumption, since olivine and pyroxene are the main
components of type S asteroids (Burbine, 2017).
Cloutis et al. (1986) found that this index increases with pyroxene

abundance, with no systematic grain size dispersion for a pyroxene
content lower than 80%. This can be applied to our case since, as
previously said, for Itokawa a large olivine content with respect to
pyroxene is expected.

Modified BAR*. The BAR* is a variant of the Band Area Ratio (BAR),
defined by Cloutis et al. (1986). Whereas BAR is the ratio between the
band areas of pyroxene Band II and Band I (the bands centred at 2 µm
and 1 µm, respectively), BAR* is defined as Band IIa/Band Ia. Band IIa
is defined as the area between the spectrum and a straight horizontal
line between Band II left shoulder (that is, the maximum reflectance
between 1.4 and 1.7 µm) and Band II minimum, and Band Ia as Band I
area times R0.7/R1.4.
Nevertheless, the BAR* definition is not applicable to the NIRS

spectral range, neither. Therefore, a modified version has been defined
as follows (Fig. 2):

=BAR mod R
R

Band IIb
Band Ib

* 1.4

0.8 (3)

where R0.8 is the reflectance at the lowest NIRS wavelengths (which is
0.8578 µm), Band Ib is defined as the area between the spectrum and
the continuum (in turn defined as the straight line starting from R0.8
and tangent to the spectrum), Band IIb the area from the left shoulder of
Band II and the last wavelength available for NIRS, that is 2.0829 µm.
We considered the latter instead of the band minimum, because the
larger noise level at these wavelengths makes the minimum definition
ambiguous.

Fig. 2. An illustration that describes the parameters used for the Modified
BAR*.
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3.1.1. Calibration of spectral indices
Olivine abundance calibration of spectral indices has been per-

formed using spectra of binary and ternary mixtures available on the
RELAB database (obtained at the Smithsonian Insitute at 30° incidence
angle, 0° emission angle, and 30° phase angle).

• Binary mixtures consisted of hypersthene and forsterite (Fo90).
• High-Ca ternary ones consisted of Fo90, hypersthene (low-Ca pyr-
oxene) and augite (high-Ca pyroxene) with a hypersthene/augite
ratio equal to 1.

• Low-Ca ternary ones were similar to High-Ca but with hypersthene/
augite ratio equal to 5.66.

Hereafter, binary mixtures will be referred to as “binaries”, while
high-Ca and low-Ca ternary ones will be referred to as “HCPs” and
“LCPs”. Grain size of pure forsterite and hypersthene samples was
0–45 µm, whilst the mixtures grain size was 0–38 µm. We calculated
FORx, Px Index and Modified BAR* for the described binary and ternary
mixtures. Results are reported in Table 1 and plotted in Fig. 3. The
errors on the indices have been calculated with the error propagation
formula using the errors on RELAB spectra.
Spectral indices were also calibrated by considering meteorite

spectra of different grain-sized samples of ordinary chondrites available
on RELAB database (Table 2, calibration results are reported in
Section 4.1). All these spectra were obtained with the observation
geometry at 30° incidence angle, 0° emission angle and 30° phase angle.
After calibration phase, these indices have been used to retrieve

Itokawa’s olivine abundance distribution from NIRS’ spectra. Results
will be shown in Section 4.

3.2. Synthetic spectra method

A more analytical approach uses the Hapke’s modelling
(Hapke, 2012) in order to create synthetic spectra aimed at fitting NIRS
ones. Hapke’s Theory is a widely used radiative transfer model that is
capable to describe the behaviour of light scattered from a planetary
surface. The method is firstly applied to some pyroxene mixtures and to
a spectrum of Alta’ameem ordinary chondrite in order to test its accu-
racy, in particular using NIRS’ spectral range. Then, it is applied to a
selection of NIRS spectra.
The method can be summarised in the following steps:

1. A number of reflectance spectra of mineral endmembers are selected
and their optical constants retrieved by a numerical method.

2. The retrieved optical constants are used to create a single scattering
albedo spectrum at the desired grain size for each endmember, by
means of the Hapke’s modelling (Hapke, 2012).

3. Reflectance spectra of mixtures are obtained by mixing single scat-
tering albedos from different endmembers.

4. Varying grain size in the second step and mass fractions in the third
step, it is possible to search for the model spectrum which best fits
the given one.

3.2.1. Optical constants
Considering a constant real part of the index of refraction n, which is

an acceptable assumption in the Visible and near-Infrared region
(Carli et al., 2016), the extinction coefficient k is calculated as in
Roush (2005), that is to say at each wavelength an initial estimate of k
is used to calculate the model reflectance and then k is iteratively ad-
justed until the difference between the model and measured reflectance
is less than a given tolerance (here chosen as 10 5 in order to stay inside
the average error values given in NIRS data from Abe et al. (2011).
The input reflectance data files for the endmembers have been taken

from the RELAB database and their n values have been estimated as an
average between the refraction indices of their component minerals,
weighted with their mass fractions. A more accurate value for n could
be obtained by using the equations by Lucey et al. (1998), but a neg-
ligible difference (up to 1% of n) is obtained in calculating n in the two
ways. In addition, the equations by Lucey et al. (1998) need the Mg/
(Mg+Fe) ratio, which for some endmembers is not known because of
the lack of information in their RELAB label.
The input grain size has been estimated as the mean size of the sieve

fraction. n and k should in principle be independent from grain size, but
practically a wrong grain size input to Hapke’s equations strongly af-
fects the resulting k spectrum. Indeed, a reflectance spectrum has to
vary if grain size varies, because smaller particles are more reflective

Fig. 3. Forsterite Index (top), Px Index (middle), and Modified BAR* (bottom)
applied to binary (squares), HCP ternary (triangles), and LCP ternary (stars)
silicate compounds. Error bars are not plotted since they are too small to be
easily visible on this scale (see Table 1 for values).
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than larger ones (Hapke, 2012). The consequence is that a given re-
flectance spectrum can be obtained by increasing grain size or reducing
absorption. It is possible to use other values for input grain size, as-
suming different size distribution in the samples, but here the mean size
of the sieve is assumed, since it proved to be satisfactory during test
phases (that will be discussed in the following).

3.2.2. Single scattering albedo
In order to create a synthetic reflectance spectrum, it is necessary to

calculate the single scattering albedos of its components. The equation
used are the ones obtained through the Equivalent Slab Model in
Hapke (2012) and in Hapke (1981), which treats the particle as a slab
with thickness equal to the particle diameter.

= k4
(4)

= +
+ +

R n k
n k

(0) ( 1)
( 1)

2 2

2 2 (5)

= + +S R R0.0587 0.8543 (0) 0.0870 (0)E
2 (6)

=S
n

R R1 1 (0.9413 0.8543 (0) 0.0870 (0) )I 2
2

(7)

=D n
n

n D2
3

[ 1 ( 1) ]2 2 3/2
(8)

=D S
S

D1
1e

E

I (9)

= +Q D1/(1 )S e (10)

=w Qi S (11)

where α is the absorption coefficient, λ is the wavelength, R(0) is the
normal specular reflection coefficient, SE and SI are the surface re-
flectivity respectively from outside and from inside the grain, D is the
grain diameter ⟨D⟩ is the average distance travelled by all rays during a
single transit of the particle, De is an effective particle size, QS is the
scattering efficiency, and finally wi is the single scattering albedo for the
ith component. More details on these equations can be found in
Hapke (2012).

3.2.3. Synthetic spectra
Once the single scattering albedo for every endmember is computed,

they are mixed using:

=w
wj

M
d j

j
M

d

j

j j

j

j j (12)

= + +p g b g c g( ) 1 cos [1.5 cos 0.5]2 (13)

= =
+
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10 (14)

= + +H x wx r r x x
x
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2
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0 1

(15)

=
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1 tanh

g
0

1
2 (16)

=
+

+ +r i e g w µ
µ µ

B g p g H µ H µ sr( , , )
4

[(1 ( )) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1]0

0
0

1

(17)

=REFF i e g
µ

r i e g( , , ) ( , , )
0 (18)

=RADF i e g r i e g( , , ) ( , , ) (19)

where w is the single-scattering albedo, p(g) is the single particle phase
function, b and c are material dependent constants that indicate the
degree of scattering direction, B(g) is the backscatter function, H(μ) and
H(μ0) are Chandrasekar’s functions; Mj, ρj and dj are mass fraction,
average density and average dimension of the particles of the jth mi-
neral phase, respectively; B0 is the intensity of the opposition effect and
h is the angular amplitude of this effect.

b and c are set to 0, that is to say the scattering is assumed isotropic,
since no preferential orientation should occur in the regolith or in the
laboratory samples. In addition, no backscattering is considered, since it
is known (Mustard and Pieters, 1989) that Opposition Effect is negli-
gible for phase angles larger than 15°. Chosen RELAB spectra are ob-
tained with 30° phase angle, and for the selection of NIRS spectra to be
modelled, angles between 28° and 32° have been chosen (Table 6).
The goodness of fits is evaluated using the R2 statistical test, where

Table 1
Spectral indices values for RELAB silicate compounds.

Mixture %Ol FORx Px Index BAR*mod RELAB reference

binary 0 0.80 ± 0.01 2.09 ± 0.04 21.0 ± 0.5 AG-TJM-009/C1AG09
binary 10 0.87 ± 0.01 1.80 ± 0.03 15.6 ± 0.5 AG-TJM-017/C1AG17
binary 30 0.93 ± 0.01 1.62 ± 0.02 12.9 ± 0.3 AG-TJM-018/C1AG18
binary 50 0.99 ± 0.01 1.41 ± 0.01 9.6 ± 0.2 AG-TJM-019/C1AG19
binary 70 1.08 ± 0.01 1.23 ± 0.01 6.0 ± 0.1 AG-TJM-014/C1AG14
binary 90 1.19 ± 0.01 0.98 ± 0.01 0.4 ± 0.1 AG-TJM-020/C1AG20
binary 100 1.33 ± 0.02 0.76 ± 0.02 0.0 ± 0.1 AG-TJM-008/C1AG08
HCP 0 0.98 ± 0.01 1.50 ± 0.01 7.7 ± 0.2 AG-TJM-013/C1AG13
HCP 20 1.03 ± 0.01 1.40 ± 0.01 5.9 ± 0.1 AG-TJM-035/C1AG35
HCP 30 1.05 ± 0.01 1.33 ± 0.01 5.2 ± 0.1 AG-TJM-036/C1AG36
HCP 40 1.07 ± 0.01 1.26 ± 0.01 4.1 ± 0.1 AG-TJM-037/C1AG37
HCP 50 1.09 ± 0.01 1.20 ± 0.01 3.3 ± 0.1 AG-TJM-038/C1AG38
HCP 60 1.13 ± 0.01 1.15 ± 0.02 2.1 ± 0.1 AG-TJM-039/C1AG39
HCP 70 1.15 ± 0.01 1.08 ± 0.01 1.4 ± 0.1 AG-TJM-040/C1AG40
HCP 80 1.19 ± 0.01 1.01 ± 0.01 0.7 ± 0.1 AG-TJM-041/C1AG41
HCP 100 1.33 ± 0.02 0.76 ± 0.02 0.0 ± 0.1 AG-TJM-008/C1AG08
LCP 0 0.90 ± 0.01 1.70 ± 0.02 13.5 ± 0.3 AG-TJM-012/C1AG12
LCP 20 0.94 ± 0.01 1.60 ± 0.02 11.9 ± 0.3 AG-TJM-021/C1AG21
LCP 30 0.96 ± 0.01 1.49 ± 0.01 10.2 ± 0.2 AG-TJM-022/C1AG22
LCP 40 0.99 ± 0.01 1.42 ± 0.01 9.0 ± 0.2 AG-TJM-015/C1AG15
LCP 50 1.02 ± 0.01 1.35 ± 0.01 7.8 ± 0.2 AG-TJM-023/C1AG23
LCP 60 1.06 ± 0.01 1.27 ± 0.01 6.1 ± 0.1 AG-TJM-024/C1AG24
LCP 70 1.10 ± 0.01 1.17 ± 0.01 3.6 ± 0.1 AG-TJM-025/C1AG25
LCP 80 1.14 ± 0.01 1.01 ± 0.01 1.5 ± 0.1 AG-TJM-026/C1AG26
LCP 100 1.33 ± 0.02 0.76 ± 0.02 0.0 ± 0.1 AG-TJM-008/C1AG08
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R2 is defined as:

=R
Y Y
Y Y

1
( )
( ¯ )

i obs fit

i obs obs

2
2

2 (20)

where Yobs and Yfit are the real and modelled spectra, respectively. If
R2=1, then the model perfectly describes the real function.

3.2.4. Endmembers
The simplest approach to apply the Hapke’s modelling to synthetize

Table 2
RELAB spectra used in this work. Reported grain sizes are an average on
minimum and maximum values of the sieve.

Class Meteorite Grain size RELAB reference

L4 Saratov 5.0 MB-CMP-028-A/CAMB28
L4 Saratov 27.5 MB-CMP-028-B/CBMB28
L4 Saratov 69.5 MB-CMP-028-C/CCMB28
L4 Saratov 147.0 MB-CMP-028-D/CDMB28
L4 Saratov 285.0 MB-CMP-028-E/CEMB28
L5 Tsarev Light 12.5 RS-CMP-060-P6/P6RS60
L5 Tsarev Light 35.0 RS-CMP-060-P7/P7RS60
L5 Tsarev Light 54.0 RS-CMP-060-P8/P8RS60
L5 Tsarev Light 94.0 RS-CMP-060-P3/P3RS60
L5 Tsarev Light 187.5 RS-CMP-060-P4/P4RS60
L5 Tsarev Dark 10.0 RS-CMP-047-P8/P8RS47
L5 Tsarev Dark 32.5 RS-CMP-047-P9/P9RS47
L5 Tsarev Dark 54.0 RS-CMP-047-P10/P0RS47
L5 Tsarev Dark 94.0 RS-CMP-047-P5/P5RS47
L5 Tsarev Dark 187.5 RS-CMP-047-P6/P6RS47
L5 Tsarev Dark 375.0 RS-CMP-047-P7/P7RS47
LL5 Alta’ameem 62.5 MB-TXH-083/C1MB83
LL5 Alta’ameem 312.5 MB-CMP-013/C1MB13
LL6 Yamato-74646 12.5 MB-TXH-085-C/CAMB85
LL6 Yamato-74646 35.0 MB-TXH-085-B/CBMB85
LL6 Yamato-74646 60.0 MB-TXH-085-C/CCMB85
E ALHA76005 12.5 MB-TXH-066-A/CAMB66
E ALHA76005 35.0 MB-TXH-066-B/CBMB66
E ALHA76005 60.0 MB-TXH-066-C/CCMB66
E ALHA76005 100.0 MB-TXH-066-D/CDMB66
E ALHA76005 187.5 MB-TXH-066-E/CEMB66
E ALHA76005 375.0 MB-TXH-066-F/CFMB66
E Juvinas 12.5 MB-TXH-070-A/CAMB70
E Juvinas 35.0 MB-TXH-070-B/CBMB70
E Juvinas 60.0 MB-TXH-070-C/CCMB70
E Juvinas 100.0 MB-TXH-070-D/CDMB70
E Juvinas 187.5 MB-TXH-070-E/CEMB70
E Millbillbillie 12.5 MB-TXH-069-A/CAMB69
E Millbillbillie 35.0 MB-TXH-069-B/CBMB69
E Millbillbillie 60.0 MB-TXH-069-C/CCMB69
E Millbillbillie 100.0 MB-TXH-069-D/CDMB69
E Yamato-74450 12.5 MB-TXH-071-A/CAMB71
E Yamato-74450 35.0 MB-TXH-071-B/CBMB71
E Yamato-74450 60.0 MB-TXH-071-C/CCMB71
E Yamato-74450 187.5 MB-TXH-071-D/CCMB71
H EET87503 12.5 MB-TXH-067-A/CAMB67
H EET87503 35.0 MB-TXH-067-B/CAMB67
H EET87503 60.0 MB-TXH-067-C/CAMB67
H EET87503 100.0 MB-TXH-067-D/CAMB67
H EET87503 187.5 MB-TXH-067-E/CAMB67
L4 Saratov Slab MR-MJG-046/CGN071
L5 Farmington Slab MR-MJG-077/CGN155
L6 Kunashak Slab RS-CMP-062/C1RS62
LL3 Krymka Slab RS-CMP-063/C1RS63
LL5 Chelyabinsk (L) Slab MT-PMJ-216/BKR1MT216
LL5 Olivenza Slab MR-MJG-071/CGN139
LL5 Alta’ameem Slab OC-TXH-010-A/C1OC10A
LL6 Cherokee Springs Slab OC-TXH-001-A/C1OC01A

Table 3
Reference mineral abundance values for Itokawa (Tsuchiyama et al., 2014), for
Alta’ameem (Dunn et al., 2010), and for the pyroxene mixtures (Sunshine and
Pieters, 1993).

Object Grain size (µm) Olivine % HCP % LCP % PL % Opaque %

Itokawa unknown 67.17 2.58 18.1 8.5 3.65
Alta’ameem 0–125 51.1 7.9 23.3 9.0 8.7
Mixture 1 0–45, 45–75,

75–125
0 85 15 0 0

Mixture 2 0–45, 45–75,
75–125

0 50 50 0 0

Mixture 3 0–45, 45–75,
75–125

0 15 85 0 0

Table 4
Endmembers considered for Hapkes modelling. Refraction index (n) and density
(ρ) were computed as a weighted average between their component minerals.
We considered values of density and index of refraction from Deer et al. (2013).

Samples grain size 0 45 µm

n ρ(g/cm3)

HCP
Augite 1.70 3.40
Wo 15% En 34% Fs 51% 1.70 3.53
Wo 20% En 64% Fs 16% 1.67 3.25
Wo 20% En 30% Fs 45% 1.69 3.45
Wo 30% En 49% Fs 21% 1.67 3.25
Wo 35% En 0% Fs 65% 1.71 3.56
Wo 40% En 48% Fs 12% 1.66 3.15
Wo 50% En 40% Fs 10% 1.66 3.10
Wollastonite 1.64 2.84
Diopside 1.69 3.40
LCP
Fs20 1.68 3.35
Fs25 1.68 3.39
Fs30 1.69 3.43
Fs65 1.72 3.69
Hypersthene 1.72 3.55
OL
Fo40 1.76 3.94
Fo50 1.75 3.83
Fo60 1.74 3.72
Fo70 1.73 3.61
Fo80 1.72 3.49
Fo90 1.71 3.38
PL
An0.1 1.54 2.63
An1.6 1.61 2.80
An9.8 1.98 3.70
An14.4 2.19 4.20
An23.5 2.60 5.21
An52.8 3.92 8.43
Labradorite 1.56 2.69

Table 5
HCP and LCP endmembers used for Test 1. Refraction index and density have
been calculated as a weight average between the minerals that compose every
endmember.

Wo% En% Fs% n ρ(g/cm3)

HCP 46 46 9 1.68 3.13
LCP 1 87 12 1.67 3.29

Table 6
Geometric information associated to the NIRS selected spectra, corresponding
to the five regions labelled in Fig. 4.

Label Centre Centre Phase Incidence Emission Terrain
latitude(°) longitude(°) angle(°) angle(°) angle(°)

A −0.83 3.34 29.32 63.39 40.38 rough
B −16.95 46.10 30.86 70.15 46.21 smooth
C 0.61 110.71 31.48 71.85 42.81 rough
D 18.51 171.97 28.21 70.81 57.54 rough
E 39.96 256.40 33.65 49.43 68.55 smooth
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a spectrum would be to mix a large number of endmembers in order to
find the best fitting composition. Since this approach is very expensive
from a computational point of view, an initial guess of the composition
in order to put some initial constraints to the analysis is needed. In this
work, the values in Table 3 have been taken as reference values and the
endmembers in Table 4 have been used to fit Itokawa’s spectra. The
same endmembers have been used to fit an Alta’ameem meteorite

spectrum used in the testing phase along with pyroxene mixtures in
Table 5. Test phase will be discussed in Section 4. In Table 3 “opaque”
column refers to all the minerals that are not olivine, pyroxene or
plagioclase. This approximation is quite reasonable, since in the case of
the samples we are considering minor components are mainly com-
posed by troilite (up to 70%; Tsuchiyama et al., 2014), which is one of
the most widespread opaque mineral in S asteroids. The opaque spectra

Fig. 4. Selected regions of Itokawa. The map is a cylindrical
projection from P. (2012). B and E spectra are taken from
smooth terrains, respectively placed in the regions named
Muses Sea (where Hayabusa took its samples) and Sagami-
hara. A and D spectra are placed on the head and on the
bottom of the body, respectively. C is a random rich-in-
boulders place on the body.

Fig. 5. FORx (left), Modified BAR* (centre), and Px Index (right) calculated for different grain sizes on ordinary chondrites (top) and HED samples (bottom).

Table 7
Olivine abundances from previous works (indicated in the legend). The Olivine % column is the absolute abundance of olivine in the meteorite, whilst Normalized
Olivine % is the olivine/(olivine+pyroxene) value. Very different values for the olivine content in a single meteorite can be related to differences in the analysed
samples or to different experimental technique used. No uncertainities are reported since they are not present in most of the references.

Class Meteorite Reference Olivine % Normalized Olivine % References

L4 Saratov MS 38.88 53.12 Oshtrakh et al. (2008) OS
OS 51.64 70.35 Albassam (1978) AL

L5 Farmington OS 43.44 64.14 Dunn et al. (2010) DU
L6 Kunashak MS 46.95 62.97 McSween et al. (1991) MS

OS 59.84 75.75 Galimov et al. (2013) GA
Du 43.90 59.81

LL3 Krymka MS 53.61 66.15
LL5 Chelyabinsk (L) GA 60.7 77.52
LL5 Olivenza MS 53.29 66.74

DU 51.00 63.99
LL5 Alta’ameem AL 53.00 70.29

DU 51.10 62.09
LL6 Cherokee Springs MS 54.08 68.10

DU 51.20 66.58
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are defined as a null single scattering albedo spectrum with the density
of troilite (4.61 g/cm3).

3.2.5. Selection of NIRS spectra
Five Home Position spectra have been selected from five potentially

different regions, labelled in Fig. 4. B and E spectra are taken from
smooth terrains, respectively placed in the regions named Muses Sea
(where Hayabusa took its samples) and Sagamihara. A and D spectra
are placed on the head and on the bottom of the body, respectively. C is
a random rich-in-boulders place on the body. In Table 6, information
about the selected spectra is reported. The selection of spectra has been
based on phase angle, too. Phase angles were taken around 30° to re-
move any possible issue due to opposition effect and to differences in
observational geometry between RELAB and NIRS spectra.

4. Results

4.1. Calibration of spectral indices results

4.1.1. Grain size dependence
To show the dependence of spectral indices with grain size, spectra

from meteorite sampled at different grain size have been analysed.
Fig. 5 shows FORx, Px Index, and Modified BAR* as a function of

grain size for Saratov, Tsarev (light and dark fragments), Alta’ameem,
and Y-74646 chondrites (top), and for some HED meteorites (bottom).
The general trend for ordinary chondrites is a larger variation of all

the indices for smaller grain sizes, and a weak variation for greater
grain sizes; FORx is the less affected by grain size among the three in-
dices, as indicated by the lowest relative variability for grain sizes up to
100m. This agrees with the results obtained by Palomba et al. (2015).

4.1.2. Dependence on olivine content
From binary, HCP ternary, and LCP ternary mixtures (Table 1), we

obtained relations between olivine abundance and spectral indices

(Fig. 3). Then we used these relations to infer olivine abundance from
meteorite samples with known mineralogy. Itokawa is known to be
analogue to LL chondrites (Tsuchiyama et al., 2014), but the relations
have also been applied on some L chondrites in order to test them with
a different meteorite class.
The results in olivine abundance (%) have to be interpreted as Ol/

(Ol+Px) ratios (reported hereafter as “Normalized Olivine %”), and not
as the absolute olivine content.
However, it is possible to notice that by empirically comparing the

normalized and modal values reported in Table 7, two relations can be
found for L and LL chondrites, respectively.

= ±Modal Olivine in L chondrites Normalized Olivine% % 20% 6%
(21)

= ±Modal Olivine in LL chondrites Normalized Olivine% % 15% 5%
(22)

Eq. (22) will be used to infer modal olivine abundance on Itokawa.
The results of these analyses are not clear for L chondrites, since

different laboratory reference values for the same chondrite (Table 7)
fit different olivine intervals inferred in Table 8. This fact may be due to
both differences in samples and retrieval techniques used by the authors
of those works. A meteorite may indeed show a heterogeneous com-
position, which results in different mineral content of different samples.
Nevertheless, for LL chondrites, olivine abundances found in lit-

erature and reported in Table 6 are more consistent one with each
other. FORx is not able to predict olivine abundance for Krymka and
Chelyabinsk, but this is expected since the threshold for FORx olivine
detection found by Poulet et al. (2007) is 1.04 (and Krymka and Che-
lyabinsk have 0.99 and 1.02). This is not threatening, since Itokawa’s
values range between 1.09 and 1.20. For the other three LL chondrites,
however, almost all the indices seem to predict the correct olivine ra-
tios, at least within a 10%. This mean that no index may be excluded
through this analysis, and that the three indices may be capable of re-
trieving olivine abundance at least for LL chondrites when FORx is
higher than 1.02.

4.2. Indices on Itokawa

The average values of the three indices on Itokawa are reported in
Table 9 together with inferred normalized olivine abundances.
The Modified BAR* has a systematic dependence with the distance

from the asteroid surface (Fig. 6). The interpretation of such effect is
not clear, but it is the result of a reflectance increase at the latest NIRS
wavelengths, which causes a decrease in Band IIb in Eq. (3).

Table 8
Range of olivine abundance (%) inferred by extrapolation from Table 1, assuming that selected chondrites are binary, HCP ternary, or LCP ternary mixtures. Binaries
(Bin), HCPs, and LCPs columns are given in olivine abundance (%). Fx, Px and BA columns respectively indicate Forsterite Index, Px Index, and Modified BAR*. The
errors are likely to be on the order of 10 2 for FORx and Px Index and on the order of 10 1 for Modified BAR*, as in Table 1, but it was impossible to explicitly calculate
them since most of RELAB spectra comes without their standard deviation.

Meteorite Fx Bin HCP LCP Px Bin HCP LCP BA Bin HCP LCP

L4 Sarat. 1.06 50–70 30–40 55–65 1.03 70–90 70–80 75–85 1.8 70–90 60–70 70–80
L5 Farm. 1.01 50–60 0–20 40–50 1.06 70–90 70–80 70–80 3.8 70–90 40–50 60–70
L6 Kun. 1.02 50–60 0–20 45–55 1.13 70–90 60–70 65–75 4.4 70–90 30–40 60–70
LL3 Krym. 0.99 45–55 0–20 35–45 1.12 70–90 60–70 70–80 3.0 70–90 50–60 70–80
LL5 Chel. 1.02 50–70 15–25 45–55 1.15 70–90 50–60 65–75 3.2 70–90 50–60 70–80
LL5 Oliv. 1.15 70–90 65–75 75–85 1.11 70–90 70–80 70–80 1.0 70–90 70–80 80–100
LL5 Alta’am. 1.16 70–90 70–80 75–85 1.06 70–90 70–80 70–80 0.7 70–90 75–85 80–100
LL6 Cherok. 1.10 70–80 50–60 65–75 1.21 70–80 40–50 60–70 3.4 70–90 40–50 70–80

Table 9
Average values (on Home Position data) of spectral indices and inferred olivine
abundances for Itokawa. The errors are given as standard deviation.

Index Value Δ Binary HCP LCP

FORx 1.15 ± 0.01 70–90 65–75 75–85
Px Index 0.97 ± 0.01 90–95 80–90 80–90
BAR*mod 0.97 ± 0.02 70–90 70–80 80–100
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In Fig. 7, olivine/(olivine+pyroxene) ratio obtained using FORx is
mapped on Itokawa’s surface. Modified BAR* and Px Index have not
been used due to their wide dependence on grain size (and distance in
the case of Modified BAR*). The dots correspond to central latitude and
longitude of the pixels. (A), (B), and (C) panels report the abundances
inferred using Binary, LCP, and HCP mixtures from Table 1. In every
panel, the top map reports HP data, while the bottom one reports TD
ones. The reported abundances are the central values of the inferred
intervals, so every value has to be intended with an uncertainty of
± 5%. If the olivine abundance is inferred from binary, HCP, and LCP
mixtures, almost every point on the map result to be about 80%, 70%,
and 85%, respectively. These values are consistent within a 10% with
the expected values for Muses Sea in Table 3. However, variability is
found on the Sagamihara region (North-East region in Fig. 7), which
shows an olivine content up to 10% lower. This variability is not re-
cognisable by using binary mixtures, because of their wider olivine
abundance resolution. A little olivine increase is also observed in
Fig. 7B (bottom), and in Fig. 7C (top) at the bottom of the body (centre
of the map), where it is up to 10% higher, but it is present only in some
maps, and hence it should be confirmed.
In Table 10, the average olivine abundance, which corresponds to

FORx = 1.15, is reported. Following Table 1, this FORx value corre-
sponds to 70–90% normalized olivine abundance for binary com-
pounds, 65–75% normalized olivine abundance for HCP ternary com-
pounds and 75–85% normalized olivine abundance for LCP ternary
compounds. Tsuchiyama et al. (2014) reported a value for normalized
olivine abundance on Itokawa of 76.46%. This value is inside the in-
terval given by binary and LCP mixtures and it is only a 1.46% away
from the HCP interval. By using Eq. (22) to remove the normalization,
the olivine abundance from Tsuchiyama et al. (2014) becomes 67.17%,
which is inside binaries and LCPs intervals (50-80% and 55–75%, re-
spectively), and it is 2.17% from the HCPs interval (45–65%). Reported
ntervals has to be assumed as 1-sigma intervals.

4.3. Synthetic spectra

4.3.1. Method validation
Two tests were performed in order to define the reliability of the

described method. The first one is made using fully controlled pyroxene
mixtures, while the second one was performed on a Alta’ameem me-
teorite sample, where grain size interval was wider (0–125 µm) and

composition may be less precise due to a higher level of heterogeneity.

Test 1: Pyroxene mixtures. The pyroxene mixtures here used for testing
are the ones analysed by Sunshine and Pieters (1993). They consist of
nine spectra from HCP and LCP mixtures with known compositions,
mass fractions, and grain sizes. In Table 5 the composition of the HCP
and LCP endmembers is reported together with their index of refraction
and density, computed as in Table 4.
Every mixture was available in three grain sizes intervals: 0–45 µm

(Mixture 1), 45–75 µm (Mixture 2), and 75–125 µm (Mixture 3).
Samples used as endmembers (Table 5) to reproduce these mixtures
were available at 0–25 µm and at 45–75 µm grain sizes.
The results of these test are reported in Table 11 and in Fig. 8. The

error range of 5% for mass fractions, and of 1 µm for grain sizes are due
to the resolution chosen for HCP and LCP content variation.
Starting with endmembers seized at 45–75 µm it is possible to fit

much better the expected values than starting with 0–25 µm, especially
when trying to fit the highest grain size mixtures. This is an expected
result, since the sizes in the smaller interval (0–25 µm) are nearly
commensurate with the wavelengths (0.8-2.1 µm), making the basic
assumptions made for the Hapke’s equations not entirely applicable. In
addition, evaluating as effective grain size the mean size of the sieve
(12.5 µm) to calculate the optical constants at the beginning of the
procedure may be not a good assumption for this grain size range since
in dusty samples grain distribution may be different from a gaussian
peaked at the mean size of the sieve. On the other hand, for the dis-
tribution 45–75 µm the optical constants calculated with a grain size of
60 µm should in principle approximate quite well the effective size of
the distribution, since no fine powder are involved. Indeed, the fit is
very good and R2 is more than 0.99 for the 45–75 µm and 75–125 µm
mixtures fitting. The fit is still good but with a lower R2 for the 0–45 µm
mixtures. Nevertheless, the resulting compositions match the expected
ones within a 5% for these, too.

Test 2: Alta’ameem. A second test was needed in order to understand if
the 0–45 µm grain size range, which is the one in which most of the
needed minerals are present on the RELAB database, shows the same
commensurativity-issue of the 0–25 µm range with wavelength range
reported in Test 1. In order to perform this test with the same
endmembers used for Itokawa, the meteorite of Alta’ameem has been
chosen because of its mineralogical proximity to it. The test was
positive, demonstrating that 0–45 µm endmembers did not have the
same size-wavelength issue found with 0–25 µm endmembers.
In Table 3 the abundance of the mineral phases found in the me-

teorite is reported (Olivine: 51.1%; HCP: 7.9%; LCP: 23.3%; Plagio-
clase: 9.0%; opaques: 8.7%), but the grain size distribution is wider
(0–125 µm) the pyroxene mixtures, and the composition and iron
content of every mineral phase is unknown. The endmembers in Table 4
have been used to perform this test.
Referring to the mineralogical composition of the Alta’ameem me-

teorite in Table 3, the following constraints have been imposed:

• Opaque mass fraction was fixed to 8.7%;
• Olivine mass fraction has been varied between 41% and 61% with a
resolution of 5%;
• Plagioclase mass fraction has been varied between 7% and 13% with
a resolution of 2%;
• Pyroxene was set as complementary to the other mineral phases;
• HCP/LCP ratio could be 0.25, 0.5, or 0.75;
• Grain size varied between 25 and 125 µm with a 10 µm resolution.
The results reported in Table 12 and in Fig. 9 (top left) have been

found. The best fit had a typical value of 0.97 for R2. The found ef-
fective grain size is near the mean of the sieve, being 65 ± 10.

Fig. 6. Modified BAR* versus distance in HP (black) and TD (red) phases. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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4.4. Itokawa

Creating a synthetic spectrum that is able to fit a NIRS spectrum is
much more complicated than fitting spectra from laboratory samples.
RELAB samples usually do not present differences in grain size between

mineral phases, whilst on a real case it is possible to find different grain
sizes for different minerals, depending for example on their resistance
to space weathering and comminution. In addition, the grain size in
laboratory samples is given by the sieve, whilst we do not have strong
constraints on Itokawa’s grain size. Indeed, AMICA images revealed
particles down to 1mm size (Yano et al., 2006), but it is not possible to
exclude the presence of smaller particles so far. Actually, smaller par-
ticles are very likely to be present on the asteroid surface, and they
would have a strong impact on the resulting spectrum.

4.4.1. Darkening effects
The best combination of endmembers leads to model spectra that

are steeper and brighter than the NIRS one. The difference cannot be
ascribed to observation geometry, taken into account by the Hapkes
modelling. By choosing a null spectrum for opaque component, as in

Fig. 7. Olivine/(olivine+pyroxene) mapping on Itokawa’s surface using FORx. (A), (B), and (C) report the abundances inferred using Binary, LCP, and HCP mixtures
from Table 1. In every panel, the top map reports HP data, while the bottom one reports TD ones. Black squares highlight the Sagamihara olivine reduction regions,
while white squares highlight the increase at the bottom of the body.

Table 10
Normalized and non-normalized olivine content for FORx = 1.15. Expected
column contains the values from Tsuchiyama et al. (2014), the others are the
ones inferred from Table 1 and calculated through Eq. (22).

FORx = 1.15

Reference Binary HCP LCP
Normalized Olivine % 76.46 70–90 65–75 75–85
Olivine % 67.17 50–80 45–65 55–75
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this work, it should be reasonable that the resulting fits were darker
than the real ones instead of being brighter. Therefore, it was necessary
to find another darkening source in order to explain the reflectance
values of NIRS spectra.
It has been found that decreasing the grain size of the opaque

component may bring to the desired darkening effect. In particular, it
has empirically been found that a grain size of about 3 µm for this
component produces good fits. This constraint would mean that if the
boulders and the regolith of Itokawa are covered with dark dust par-
ticles, they would undergo a strong spectral darkening effect. These
particles would not be seen on AMICA’s images due to resolution con-
straints, but they are likely to exist.

4.4.2. Constraints
On the basis of previous works (Tsuchiyama et al., 2014), and on the

results obtained through spectral indices, the following constraints on
mass fractions have been imposed.

• Olivine mass fraction may varies between 45% and 70%, with a
resolution of 5%.
• Plagioclase mass fraction was fixed to 8.5%, that is the value from
Tsuchiyama et al. (2014). It has been verified with some tests that
introducing a variability in this value did not improve significantly
the fitting procedure, whilst it strongly increased computational
time.
• Pyroxene mass fraction was complementary to the others, and di-
vided into 25% HCP and 75% LCP. Anyway HCP/LCP ratio was not
fixed in this way, since the HCP endmembers in Table 4 are mixtures
of Wo (HCP), Ferrosilite and Enstatite (LCPs) with variable relative
abundances.
• Grain sizes for bright components were between 10 and 100 µm,
with a resolution of 10 µm. Grain size for the dark components may
vary between 3.0 and 3.8 µm, with a resolution of 2 µm.

By applying these constraints, about 6 × 105 spectra were created.

4.4.3. Results
The obtained mineralogy of the five selected Itokawa’s spectra are

shown in Tables 13 and 14. All the fits have a R2 included between 0.98
and 0.99. Table 13 reports the whole interval of values found for fits
with R2 greater than 0.98, whilst Table 14 reports only the best fitting

Table 11
Results for pyroxenes mixture test. Every abundance has a 5% uncertainty and
every grain size has a 1 µm uncertainty.

Sample HCP/LCP Sample HCP/LCP Grain size R2

grain size best fit best fit
(µm) ( ± 5/5) ( ± 1 µm)

Endmembers 0–25 (µm)
Mixture 1 85/15 0–45 75/25 13 0.99
Mixture 1 85/15 45–75 85/15 47 0.98
Mixture 1 85/15 75–125 85/15 83 0.99
Mixture 2 50/50 0–45 35/65 13 0.98
Mixture 2 50/50 45–75 35/65 50 0.94
Mixture 2 50/50 75–125 35/65 82 0.91
Mixture 3 15/85 0–45 0/100 14 0.93
Mixture 3 15/85 45–75 0/100 51 0.86
Mixture 3 15/85 75–125 0/100 89 0.86
Endmembers 45–75 (µm)
Mixture 1 85/15 0–45 80/20 17 0.98
Mixture 1 85/15 45–75 85/15 67 0.99
Mixture 1 85/15 75–125 85/15 119 0.99
Mixture 2 50/50 0–45 50/50 15 0.95
Mixture 2 50/50 45–75 55/45 57 0.99
Mixture 2 50/50 75–125 55/45 96 0.99
Mixture 3 15/85 0–45 20/80 15 0.97
Mixture 3 15/85 45–75 15/85 51 0.99
Mixture 3 15/85 75–125 15/85 98 0.99

Fig. 8. HCP/LCP = 85/15 (top), 50/50 (middle), 15/85 (bottom) mixture fit-
ting. In every plot, from top to bottom: 0–45 µm, 45–75 µm, and 75–125 µm
grain size mixtures. Dashed lines and dot-dashed lines refer to model spectra
synthetized using respectively endmembers with 0–25 µm or 45–75 µm.
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abundances (R2 values reported in Fig. 9 legends). The intervals include
the error bars due to the chosen resolution ( ± 5 for olivine, ± 1 for
HCP, ± 4 for LCP, ± 10 µm for the grain size of bright components
and ± 0.2 µm for that of the dark component). The grain size for the
dark component in Table 13 is always 3.4 ± 0.4 µm, whilst in
Table 14 they are specified in the Grain Size column.

4.5. Comparison between the two methods

In Table 15, a comparison with the olivine abundance derived with
the two methods is reported. The reported values are consistent with
each other. The FORx method has a larger uncertainty because it has a
wider resolution (10%) and the Eq. (22) used to retrieve olivine
abundance from olivine/(olivine+pyroxene) widen more the error
range, increasing it by another ± 5%. The second method is more
accurate (uncertainties within a 5%), but it needs a great number of
inputs and assumptions that may significantly influence the retrieved
values.

5. Discussion

Fig. 7 shows that the surface of Itokawa appears to be quite
homogeneous in olivine content, even if a few variability is present.
However, variability is found on the Sagamihara region, which shows
an olivine content up to 10% lower.
The lower olivine content retrieved on Sagamihara cannot be as-

cribed to a different grain size, since the same reduction is not seen in
Muses Sea (South-West region in Fig. 7), on which terrain is equally
smooth. Smooth regions are poor in boulders and rich in fine-grained
regolith. Then, if grain size influenced olivine abundance, the retrieval
in both these regions would have undergone the same influence and
then a similar reduction in olivine. This fact may lead to conclude that
grain size distribution on Itokawa is not olivine-dependent. Indeed, if
there was a relation between olivine content and grain size, Muses Sea
and Sagamihara would have had a similar olivine content. This could be
possible because similar degree of space weathering and comminution
may influence grain size parameter depending on grains composition.
Since this is not found, we can exclude this kind of relation on Itokawa.
In principle, different values of spectral indices may be related to

space weathering effects, too. It is expected that space weathering
sources act homogeneously on the whole surface. Again, if different
degree of space weathering are related to different size of the grains, a
similar effect should be found on Muses Sea (and this is not the case). In
addition, the samples used to calibrate the indices are not weathered,
and nevertheless the average results are in good agreement with the
laboratory analysed particles (Tsuchiyama et al., 2014): this means that
it is more likely that space weathering has only a slight influence on the
retrieved abundances, not detectable with the methods used in this
work.
Values for both olivine and pyroxene abundance inferred by mod-

elling the B spectrum are in good agreement with values found in Muses
Sea particles (Tsuchiyama et al., 2014), and this is very important to
evaluate the goodness of the retrieval. Hayabusa was indeed a sample-
return mission, and comparing laboratory analyses with remote spec-
troscopy results may give a strong validation of the method. Since the

agreement is good, it can be assumed that the results found in the other
regions are in good agreement with the real olivine abundance, too.
Even if in this work we focused our efforts on olivine retrieval, it should
be noted that HCP and LCP abundances agrees well with the values
found for Itokawa grains, too.
Even if we have no reference value for grain size to compare, we

obtained a first estimate of it (e.g. 40 ± 10 µm in the B spectrum). In
addition, we found that the whole asteroid seems to be covered with a
fine dusty darkening agent, with a size of about 3 µm.
The slight shortward shift of absorption bands in model spectra with

respect to NIRS spectra could be due to the specific composition of the
mineral phases and not to their abundances. In particular, this is
strongly evident in the LCP iron content in Table 14, where in the Muses
Sea it is suggested Fs ,20 30 instead of the Fs58 71 here considered. Dif-
ferences in iron content would indeed bring to differences in band
centres both in Band I and in Band II. Probably, these differences ori-
ginate from the resolution chosen for mass fractions, iron content of
endmembers and grain size. Using a finer resolution would improve the
method but it would consistently increase the needed computational
resources.

6. Summary and conclusions

In this work, two methods have been applied to retrieve abundance
and distribution of olivine on Itokawa from Hayabusa/NIRS data. The
two methods were defined because the classical approach based on the
computation of band centre and band depths of the pyroxene absorp-
tion bands cannot be applied on NIRS data, because of the limited
spectral range of the instrument.
The first method consists of the application of spectral indices.

These are combinations of reflectances at different wavelengths and
band parameters that have been found to be empirically related to the
presence of olivine. The choice of the indices is obviously affected by
the restricted spectral range of NIRS, too. Indeed, two indices that fit
this spectral range have been chosen from literature (Px Index and
Forsterite Index), and a third index has been developed (Modified
BAR*). Px Index and Modified BAR* may have a strong dependence on
grain size., especially when grain size is smaller than 100 µm . In ad-
dition, Modified BAR* presents a not completely understood depen-
dence on distance that imposes a too strong constraint to its reliability.
Regardless of its cause, this dependence is the result of differences in
reflectance values in the last wavelengths, and then it may be an issue
that exists only with this particular dataset. Then, it cannot be excluded
that Modified BAR* may be successfully applied in future works.
Anyway, these reasons brought to exclude Px Index and Modified BAR*
from the mapping phase, since they jeopardise the reliability of the
retrieval.
Forsterite Index values present a dependence on small grain sizes,

too, but it is much weaker and so the lack of strong constraints on
particles size has a lesser influence on results. Testing Forsterite Index
on some ordinary chondrite samples, the inferred values of olivine
abundance results to be consistent within a 10% with the abundances
found in literature if their FORx is greater than 1.04, which is the de-
tection threshold found by Poulet et al. (2007).
Then, it has been chosen to map the abundances inferred with the

Forsterite Index on the surface of Itokawa, since it proved to be suffi-
ciently reliable. From this mapping, the surface of Itokawa appears to
be quite homogeneous in olivine content, even if some variability is
present, especially in the region of Sagamihara, where it results to be up
to 10% lower than in the other regions. This reduction of olivine
abundance may be due to a different formation history of this region,
consistently with its rubble pile structure, that is to say that it is an
agglomerate of debris that potentially may originate from miner-
alogically different sources.
From this analysis, the resulting olivine/(olivine+pyroxene)

average value for Itokawa is 75 ± 10, which is consistent with the

Table 12
Results from Alta’ameem spectrum fitting. Reference values are from
Dunn et al. (2010).

Olivine% HCP% LCP% PL Opaque % Grain size
(µm)

Reference 51.1 7.9 23.3 9.0 8.7 0–125
Modelled 51 ± 5 3 ± 1 27 ± 7 11 ± 2 8.7 65 ± 10
Type Fo90 Wo Fs52 An52.8 ~troilite
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value found in previous works (e.g. Binzel et al., 2001). Using an em-
pirically found relation, this corresponds to an average absolute olivine
abundance of 60 ± 15%. This value agrees with
Tsuchiyama et al. (2014) in the particles of Muses Sea sampled by the
probe. This result has important implication about the olivine dis-
tribution on Itokawa, since it means that Muses Sea particles are good

representative of the whole Itokawa’s surface, with the exception of
Sagamihara region. Itokawas olivine average abundance classifies it as
a potential source of ordinary chondrites.
Spectral indices results may be quickly obtained and provide a good

first guess for applying the Hapke’s model to a selection of spectra,
aimed to a more accurate retrieval.

Fig. 9. Best fit for Alta’ameem spectrum (top left) and NIRS selected spectra.
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The second method consisted on optical constants retrieval from
RELAB mineral spectra. These have then been used with the equations
from Hapke (2012) in order to create synthetic spectra with the desired
composition and grain size. Among these synthetic spectra, the one
which best fits the spectrum under analysis is considered to have a
composition which is similar to it.
Five spectra from morphologically different regions have been

modelled. The olivine abundance of the spectrum from Muses Sea was
in good agreement with the value from laboratory analysis of samples
returned by Hayabusa, validating our method. From this comparison,
we could estimate the accuracy on retrieved content of olivine, HCP,
and LCP within 5%, 2%, and 4%, respectively.
Combining these two methods proved to be a powerful technique in

order to retrieve olivine abundance. The first method is very fast and
can be applied to the whole dataset, giving a first guess on olivine
abundance on a surface. This guess can be subsequently used in order to

analyse with more detail a selection of spectra using a radiative transfer
model in order to create syntethic spectra.
The whole analysis brings to results that confirm that Itokawa be-

longs to S asteroid complex and hence is a potential source of ordinary
chondrites, especially of the LL chondrites. This means that Itokawa’s
origin is likely to be located in the inner Main Asteroid Belt, where S
asteroids are more common.
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